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About This Game

A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX is the upgraded version of A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda, the award-winning 2.5D action-packed
side-scrolling platform game that originally released in 2011.
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The game takes players on a thrilling sci-fi adventure! Take control of combat specialist Ares, or the new playable character,
Tarus, to battle deadly machines with a variety of powerful weapons and armor. Your goal: Save Minos Space Station’s survivors

and uncover the nefarious Zytron’s extinction agenda!

Key Features:

Receiving EX Transmission – A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX has been refitted with new friendly UI, control scheme,
and leaderboards.

Upgrade Complete – Armed with new weapons, abilities, and even a new playable ally, humanity’s secret weapon has
never been stronger.

Obstruction Eminent – Ares isn't the only one with new tricks; new enemies and bosses have also joined the fray.
Along with challenges stages, you’ll need all your might and power to fight off these guys.

Uncharted Sectors – With readjusted maps and completely new levels, there are an abundance of areas to explore for
new and returning robots alike. Delve deeper into the world of A.R.E.S. and discover new areas of Minos Space Station
you never knew existed!
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Visuals Updated – New high resolution textures as well as brand new animated cut scenes.

Audio Enhanced – A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX comes complete with the original soundtrack by Hyperduck
Soundworks. Also now boasting a completely new additional soundtrack for the second campaign from Heavy Metal
master Charlie Parra Del Riego, a perfect fit for Tarus the heavy metal Tanker.
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Title: A.R.E.S. Extinction Agenda EX
Genre: Action, Indie
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Extend Studio
Publisher:
ORiGO GAMES
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Now polan can into space, and be best friend with Rosja.. Just bought this game and played. I enjoyed playing. I am anxious for
the 2nd game.. Nice game but useless without mouse wheel ! great artworkI only have trackpad wich stops the game
progression. fun while it lasted and nice atrwork from Russian artist. It's like your recodring with your own eyes it's so HD and
the setup and control options are amazing. Buy it for yourself and others. It's a cute zombie survival game where you pick up
mushrooms and mix them to make your bombs to hit at zombies. The zombies come in waves so you'll have to be in your feet .

Recommended for the single player zombie people.
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Just need more screensaver levels. Thats what's so good about the first polynomial, the number and variety of cool levels to
explore. I was pretty hyped to see the class 37 engine , one of my favourites, coming to TSW so soon after the Western class
DLC. Really nicely done ,scenery is spot on. The textures are coming on in leaps and bounds, the buildings are looking nicer, ai
traffic on the roads. Another excellent DLC. A big thumbs up!. If you just spent a ♥♥♥♥load of money on a gaming PC with a
dope graphics card, Chip's Challenge is the must-have game for ironic jokes. The gameplay itself is a simple blend of puzzle
and adventure. Collect the items needed to make your way through each obstacle the levels throw at you and make your way to
the next level. You don't have enough money for any other games anyway. You just spent a ♥♥♥♥load on that sick rig.. A
quick relaxing game especially if you are into maths. Puzzles are interesting, though some puzzle rules work differently to
math's laws.. Play this game and forget about that horrible horrible final season.. Addictive casual game! :)). Loved the concept
the execution Meh. love it 10\/10. paid full price , was worth it.
try the demo if you like it you will like the full game.

update : i cant stop playing it , i need help. what this game gets right it gets really right but i feel like its too focused on the coop
aspect rather than a single player experience. the game is way more simple than nuclear throne and its artificial difficulty shows
after a while, ESPECIALLY if you are playing solo, which is usually what I like. the game is way too punishing, even in
comparison to nuclear throne. most of the characters hardly have any health, which wouldn't be an issue if it wasn't for the fact
that the characters aren't that strong, and even if you upgrade to another I feel as if the enemies scale a bit too much in
comparison to the player. what make games like EtG and NT great are that although the games HAVE multiplayer options, the
developers made sure they made a good game first, that is just as great solo as it is with friends.

The fortunate thing is that a lot of the issues I have with the game can be fixed. The sprites in game are beautiful and have
honestly nicer animations than NT. The guns are cool, and the custom character option is a nice bonus. I really hope the devs
make the game more fun solo, but at the state its in, and the price tag, i won't recommend it in its current state if you plan on
playing a majority of it solo, which is usually the case for roguelikes.

6\/10 but it has 8\/10 potential.
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